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KEY FEATURES

Supreme 4T is a Fully Synthetic higest API Racing motorcycle oil. This oil is made with 
high performance synthetic base oil and special additive technology which provides
excellent engine cleanliness, wear protection at high temperatures and protection against
corrosion. This highly reliable oil helps to maintain optimum power output and smoother 
gear shifting and improves responsiveness. It is recommended for four-stroke motorcycles 
and ATV's.

This Fully Synthetic oil is recommended for motorcycle engines operating in extreme 
conditions. It has outstanding soot control for protection against abrasive wear and 
soot-induced oil thickening.

Synthetic formulation maximizes power and acceleration.
Help to provide engine cleanliness, smooth and reliable operation.
Added protection against harmful deposits formation.
Excellent wear protection to keep engine performing at its best.
Affordable solution to extending your oil drain intervals.
Outstanding wet-clutch protection for maximum power and smooth
gear shifting.

SAE 5W30, SAE 5W40
API SN JASO MA-2

APPLICATION

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Fully Synthetic Motorcycle Oil
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SAE VISCOSITY GRADE -
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